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Machine learning (ML) fairness research tends to focus primarily
on mathematically-based interventions on often opaque algorithms
or models and/or their immediate inputs and outputs. Such oversim-
plified mathematical models abstract away the underlying societal
context where ML models are conceived, developed, and ultimately
deployed. As fairness itself is a socially constructed concept that
originates from that societal context along with the model inputs
and the models themselves, a lack of an in-depth understanding of
societal context can easily undermine the pursuit of ML fairness.
In this paper, we outline three new tools to improve the compre-
hension, identification and representation of societal context. First,
we propose a complex adaptive systems (CAS) based model and
definition of societal context that will help researchers and prod-
uct developers to expand the abstraction boundary of ML fairness
work to include societal context. Second, we introduce collaborative
causal theory formation (CCTF) as a key capability for establishing
a sociotechnical frame that incorporates diverse mental models and
associated causal theories in modeling the problem and solution
space for ML-based products. Finally, we identify community based
system dynamics (CBSD) as a powerful, transparent and rigorous
approach for practicing CCTF during all phases of the ML product
development process. We conclude with a discussion of how these
systems theoretic approaches to understand the societal context
within which sociotechnical systems are embedded can improve
the development of fair and inclusive ML-based products.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen tremendous growth in the field of arti-
ficial intelligence (AI), resulting in renowned scholars and world
leaders considering it a critical element of an ongoing fourth indus-
trial/technological revolution [30, 94]. In large part this revolution
has been driven by recent advancements, such as deep learning, in
machine learning model design and development. However, as the
pace of adoption for these technologies accelerates, so too have con-
cerns regarding the fairness, accountability and ethics of machine
learning (ML)models and algorithms both within the academic com-
munity [13, 20, 38, 43, 61, 82] and among the general public [3].1,2 A
growing body of research on machine learning fairness attempts to
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build fairer machine learning systems, however it has been pointed
out that these attempts primarily focus on the algorithms and mod-
els, and their immediate inputs and outputs [96]. The limitations of
this observational, statistical approach, when considering norma-
tive, constitutive, process-oriented, socially-constructed concepts
such as fairness, equity, and ethics [55], has been a recurring topic
in recent fair-ML research [21, 29, 41, 87, 109].
The challenge of reconciling abstracted social and political con-
siderations related to technological development is neither novel or
limited to machine learning. Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
and Science and Technology studies (STS) scholars have long high-
lighted the struggle of technologists to identify and incorporate
these factors into their development processes [14, 49, 57, 58, 64].
More recently, ML fairness scholars have argued the current ML
system design processes exhibit a bias toward abstracting “away
the social context in which systems will be deployed” [96] in pur-
suit of manageable technical problems. This approach is fraught
with ethical risks, as ignoring social factors could potentially lead
to further exacerbating or introducing new harms in the social
context in which the systems are deployed. However, the fact that
researchers interchangeably refer to the concept of social context
as the “sociotechnical puzzle” [96], “complex social reality” [16]
and “the broader context” [60] illustrates a lack of clarity on what
social context is. This lack of clarity contributes to the tendency to
abstract away social context during ML system design.
In order to combat the tendency to abstract away social context,
this paper seeks to re-frame social context as a socio-cultural layer —
which we will refer to as societal context — of the complex environ-
ment in which all technical systems and the social actors that create
and are affected by them, exist and interact. Specifically, we intro-
duce and leverage the multidisciplinary complex adaptive system
(CAS) theory to develop a taxonomy model of societal context.
Next, we leverage the taxonomy model and fundamentals of
product development processes to propose the concept of collabora-
tive causal theory formation (CCTF), which we identify as a needed
capability for incorporating societal context into the ML system
design process in partnership with other (often excluded) stakehold-
ers. We focus particularly on operationalizing CCTF through the
use of system dynamics (SD) [34, 101], which is a transparent and
rigorous visual and analytical tool for facilitating recursive engage-
ment among diverse stakeholders. In practice, SD and bottom-up
variants such as community based system dynamics (CBSD) are
analogous to other efforts in the ML fairness community [7, 111]
seeking to aid developers and researchers who desire working as
partners with impacted stakeholders to develop greater perspective
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2 MODELING SOCIETAL CONTEXT
Incorporating socially constructed concepts such as fairness and
ethics into a machine learning system design process requires a
deep understanding of the societal context within which the system
will operate. However, currently, within the ML system develop-
ment ecosystem there is no concrete definition of societal context,
nor a description of its key features and characteristics. We ar-
gue that these elements are prerequisites for developing effective
strategies and identifying useful frameworks that researchers and
practitioners can leverage to extend the ML system design abstrac-
tion boundary to encompass societal context.
To make progress on defining societal context we must choose a
perspective from which to think about what society is and what its
key elements and characteristics are. Models are an effective way
for communicating, explaining and reasoning about the features
and characteristics of complex concepts [74]. While the idea of
modelling elements of the society has been actively researched for
decades [11, 69, 95], based on the groundwork laid by sociologist
Walter Buckley, who asserted in 1968 that society was a complex
adaptive system (CAS) [12], we leverage CAS theory to identify the
salient features and characteristics of societal context.
2.1 Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS)
Complex Adaptive System theory has its origins in general systems
theory [108] — which emerged in the 1950s as a cohesive interdisci-
plinary approach to study systems in all fields of science — and is a
loosely organized field of study often bundled into the broader field
of complexity science. Complex adaptive systems are complex in
the sense that they are comprised of components that are directly
or indirectly related in a causal network, and the behaviour of the
system cannot be predicted based solely on the behaviour of its
components, and are adaptive in the sense that they adapt to the
changes in their environment by mutating or self-organizing their
internal structures [5, 22, 23, 44, 68]. Examples cited in literature for
CAS vary from small biological systems such as the cell, the embryo,
the brain, and the immune system, to large social systems such as
ant colonies, social networks, organizations, and governments.
A detailed exposition of CAS and its various applications is
outside the scope of this paper.3 However, the key characteristics
of CAS include:
• Complex: large number of active elements that continuously
interact through information and/or energy exchange.
• Distributed Control: individual elements of the CAS are nec-
essarily unaware or oblivious to the system as a whole. Each
element interacts with and reacts to its own local environment
and is governed by its own rules [22]. For example, an ant colony
is a CAS comprised of many individual ants (CAS in and of them-
selves); no individual ant has the master plan for the complex
nests the colony builds or has knowledge of each individual ants
motives or behaviors.
• Aggregation: individual elements of CAS combine to form aggre-
gate elements. Aggregated elements at one level of organization
3CAS is a large and deep discipline with many aspects we do not address in this
paper. For example, self-organization, chaotic behavior, fat tailed behavior and power
law scaling - key elements of CAS - are not necessary to detail for the purpose of this
paper, which is the introduction of our framework combining elements of CAS and
community based system dynamics
become building blocks for emergent aggregate properties at
a higher level leading to hierarchical organization[44, 45]. For
example amino acids combine to form proteins, proteins com-
bine to form organelles and so on until ants and ant colonies are
ultimately formed.
• Adaptive: elements update their structures in order to adapt to
the constantly changing environment that results from element
interactions.
• Non-linearity: interactions between the elements is often non-
linear; small changes can have large effects in the system.
• Feedback loops: interactions are characterized by feedback
loops between elements that can be positive (reinforcing, ampli-
fying) or negative (inhibiting, restraining).
• Time delays: interactions between elements may often involve
time delays; interventions and their impact on the system may
not be observed for months or years.
• History: system elements and the overall system have the ability
to store state and history so that the past helps to shape present
behaviour[63].
• Stochastic: the system behavior may be inherently stochastic
since each element can have randomness in their inner struc-
tures/processes.
• Emergence: The system elements interact in stochastic ways
but patterns emerge from these interactions in ways that are
counter-intuitive and hard to predict [100].
2.1.1 Key Element Types of CAS. Although CAS theorists agree
that adaptive agents are a primary element type of CAS there is
no definitive, agreed upon taxonomy of CAS element types. For
the purposes of this paper we have synthesized the various other
CAS element types proposed in literature [5, 44, 45] into two ad-
ditional key element types to complement agents. Specifically we
utilize the term precepts to encompass “internal models” [44, 45] and
“strategies” [5], and the term artifacts to encompass “signals/tags”
[44, 45] and “artifacts” [5]. Distinguishing these types helps us de-
velop a richer representation for societal context, that for instance,
separates objectives of agents, from mechanisms of precepts, and
outcomes manifested as artifacts. However, it is important to realize
that these distinctions are not always rigid, since some instances of
these element types can incorporate properties of more than one
element type. The following definitions for each element type will
highlight such instances.
Agents are the “bounded subsystems capable of interior process-
ing” [45, 69]. Agents can be inorganic and inanimate (e.g. machine
learning system) or organic and living. They can be as simple as a
thermostat or bacteria, or as complex as an RNA molecule, a robot,
or a human being. Aggregations of agents such as an organization,
corporation or family are referred to as meta-agents.4 Some agents,
such as human beings, are also CAS themselves.
Precepts are the internal rules and structures that constrain and
drive the behavior of agents and ultimately the overall system the
agents comprise. Agents autonomously adapting to their environ-
ments by changing these internal structures through processes such
as acclimatization, learning and self-organization is what makes
CAS adaptive. For example in human immune systems, cells are
4Agents are equivalent to Actors and Meta-agents are equivalent to Actants in
Actor Network Theory [11]
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agents whose internal structure consists of DNA that can change in
response to its environment via mutations. Precepts are often mech-
anisms for memory and persistence of state [54] as is the case with
DNA which persists the instructions for generating the cells that
comprise the human body. In general, precepts are highly complex,
mostly invisible and extremely difficult to measure [25, 26].
Artifacts are the results or manifestations of agent behavior
in a CAS. Agent behavior generates, contributes to and changes
the environments in which they exist. In other words, artifacts
reflect the underlying precepts of agents that are hard to directly
observe or measure. For example an artifact of thermostat behav-
ior would be the increased temperature of the room it is in. An
artifact of an RNA molecule would be a protein. Artifacts come in
many forms including ant hills, honey, odors, buildings, roads, laws,
other agents such as offspring or organizations, cellphones, ML sys-
tems,5 and economic systems. Some artifacts such as organizations,
offspring or economic systems are also CAS and/or agents/meta-
agents themselves. Similar to precepts, artifacts can also serve as
memory mechanisms — e.g. in the form of a hieroglyph, capacitor,
book, or hard drive.
2.2 A Taxonomic Model of Societal Context
It was Sociologist Walter Buckley who first introduced the idea
that Society can be thought of as a complex adaptive system [12].
Since its introduction in the 1960s, CAS has been used to model
social systems of varying size and complexity such as supply-chain
networks [19, 103] and individual organizations [10, 24, 93], to
health care systems [8, 9, 79, 89] and economic systems [2]. Our
choice of CAS as the framework to model societal context in ML
Fairness research stems from this rich lineage of its successful
applications to model social systems.
In applying the CAS model to societal context, we consider soci-
etal context to be primarily constructed by human agents [95] en-
gaged in a continuous process of simultaneously satisfying their in-
dividual complex needs [65] within their physical and socio-cultural
environments and creating, changing and adapting (via their pre-
cepts) to that same physical and socio-cultural environment. In
other words human agents simultaneously exist in, interact with and
create (via artifacts) societal context. The precepts of human agents
include lower-level, deeply ingrained structures evolved over eons
such as the fusiform gyrus which enables humans to recognize faces
[66] and so called fixed action patterns theorized to drive instinctive
behavior [70]. For human agents higher-level precepts, central to
socialization and that impact decision making processes, include
emotions, learned concepts and patterns such as race and gender
role stereotypes, biases, beliefs, attitudes, assumptions, values and
self-identity. Higher-level precepts also include the concept of ag-
gregate models of the world — theorized to be central to reasoning
and at the heart of human problem solving, decision making, causal
inference and goal-directed counter-factual thinking [28, 110] —
that various disciplines refer to as mental models [15, 33, 86].
Figure 1 depicts the taxonomic relationship between the key
element types that comprise societal context from a CAS perspec-
tive. Precepts drive and constrain the behavior of agents and are
5An ML system can also be classified as agent [81] in its own right.
Figure 1: TaxonomicModel of Societal Context using a Com-
plex Adaptive System perspective.
reflected in the artifacts that result from that behavior. In turn, pre-
cepts are influenced by the artifacts they are exposed to, resulting
in the feedback loops that contribute to the dynamically complex
[100] nature of societal context. In the following subsections we
will highlight key aspects of precepts (2.2.1) and artifacts (2.2.2) that
are relevant to ML Fairness and the extension of the ML system
design abstraction boundary.
2.2.1 Four Key Precepts. The primacy of human agents in creating
societal context makes their precepts — which shape what human
agents “see, think and do” [25] — the most influential feature of
societal context. As such any approach to extend the abstraction
boundary of the ML system design process to include societal con-
text should be centered around identifying and representing human
precepts. In particular, the mental models at the foundation of the
human decision processes [110] of the specific humans who fund,
build, utilize, and are impacted by the products ML systems are
components of should all be considered endogenous to the system
being designed. For instance, ignoring the role of human decision
processes (e.g. those of judges, defendants and their families) in the
case of risk assessment systems will lead to unfair outcomes [96].
Below we enumerate four key precepts that are essential to uncover
the societal context that surrounds ML systems/products. Although
we’ve enumerated these precepts separately, in reality they are
interdependent, overlapping and mutually influential. Additionally,
they are supported and influenced by the values, emotions, biases
and stereotypes held by the agent.
(1) perceived needs, ranging from fundamental physical needs
for food, water and warmth to socially-constructed needs such
as freedom, safety, fairness, justice and self-actualization [65].
Satisfying some human agent’s (e.g. potential users and the
organizations that fund and build products for them) perceived
need is often the motivating factor behind building a product
an ML system might be a part of. For example pre-trial risk
assessment products (e.g. COMPAS) are intended to address the
perceived need to improve pre-trial risk decision making [18]
held by criminal justice organizations. Perceived needs are very
related to and often interchangeable with perceived problems.
(2) perceived problems, or the perceived gap between a perceived
need and the perceived state of satisfaction of that need. Per-
ceived problems can range from an individual human agent’s
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lack of food for their next meal to societal issues such as home-
lessness, high rates of crime, immigration or poverty. Societal
context (the system of agents, precepts and artifacts) produces
patterns of behavior over time (artifacts) such as the growth
in the number of homeless people. Some human agents can
perceive those artifacts as problems to solve. Similar to per-
ceived needs, the resolution of a perceived problem is often
the motivating factor that drives the development of products,6
some of which employ ML systems.
(3) causal theories, are the mental models human agents hold
about the structure of cause-to-effect relationships between
agents, precepts and artifacts that cause or lead to a specific
problem. As we’ve established earlier, no individual agent‘s per-
ception of problem structure can be correct or complete as they
are oblivious to and incapable of perceiving and understanding
societal context as a whole. In particular, human agents are cog-
nitively incapable of constructing and managing internal causal
structures that can take into account the feedback loops and
time-delays that characterize problems produced by societal
context [31]. For that reason we refer to these necessarily incom-
plete perceptions of the causal structure of specific problems as
theories[104]. Essentially, a human agent‘s causal theories are
micro-models of societal context. Each human agent’s collec-
tion of causal-theories is a small patch in the overall fabric of
societal context. The causal theories of product managers, ML
system designers, potential customers, and potentially impacted
peripheral stakeholders are all critical aspects of the societal
context that surrounds an ML system.
(4) goals and strategies for satisfying needs and/or solving prob-
lems [5, 44]. Goals and strategies are closely linked to and often
based on causal theories. As a simple example, a job-seeker’s
causal theory about why they cannot find a job may inform
a goal/strategy to move to another state, city or country or
enroll in college or a training program. Once this goal/strategy
is established, it can become a perceived need to be satisfied or
a perceived problem to be solved.
2.2.2 ML Systems as Artifacts and Interventions. ML systems, as
well as their data inputs and outputs, are socially constructed arti-
facts [78] of agent behaviors (driven by precepts) that once deployed
will become new elements of societal context. These ML systems
and output artifacts can be thought of as interventions on some
aspect of the system of societal context to solve a perceived prob-
lem (precept) or realize a goal (precept) that originated from the
human precept aspect of that same societal context. ML systems
are increasingly being used as interventions on societal issues (aka
perceived problems) within high-stakes domains such as health
and criminal justice. For example, risk assessment and predictive
policing systems can be thought of as interventions on the criminal
justice system (artifact, meta-agent, and CAS) to solve some per-
ceived problems (precepts) as perceived by a certain set of human
agents. As has been demonstrated extensively [27, 61], such inter-
ventions can lead to fairness failures when the ML system design
6Understanding problems as perceived by peripheral stakeholders and social
groups is a key analysis factor in the Social Construction of Technology (SCOT)
method [78], and is identified as the key method to relate technical artifacts to their
“wider context“.
abstraction boundary excludes the human precepts and feedback
loops that encompass other relevant regions of the societal context.
3 COLLABORATIVE CAUSAL THEORY
FORMATION
Extending the abstraction boundary of the ML system design pro-
cess to include societal context is a daunting task. The end-to-end
Product Development Process (PDP) provides the “local context”
that shapes abstraction boundary decisions made duringML system
design. Hence, a practical first step is to focus on the PDP and the
causal theories of the human agents that own, participate and are
impacted by it. Here, a “product” can be a tool or system developed
for internal institutional use or for commercialization and external
use by other institutions or individuals.
3.1 Causal Theories and the Product
Development Process
The primary purpose of the PDP is to fulfill the goals and strategies
(precepts) of 1) product funders (e.g. finance, sales & marketing,
and product leaders, potential customers) and 2) product owners
(e.g. product managers, ML system designers, user experience re-
searchers) by enabling the design and delivery of products that
solve perceived problems (precepts) and/or satisfy the perceived
needs (precepts) of target stakeholders (agents). The causal theories
(precepts) of product funders and owners reflect their understand-
ing of the perceived problem they are working to solve and have an
enormous impact on how the PDP operates and what it produces.
As explained in section 2.2.1, these individual causal theories are
necessarily incomplete.
Throughout the PDP, product funders and product owners make
high stakes design decisions based on their individual, incomplete
implicit causal theories about the problem the product is intended
to address. These high stakes decisions include deciding what the
relevant factors (aka dependent and independent variables) of the
problem they have chosen to focus on are and how they are inter-
related, who the target stakeholders of the problem solution or
product are, who the peripherally impacted stakeholders are, what
product or sociotechnical system should be deployed to satisfy the
need/solve the problem, who should comprise the core product
team, whether or not it is appropriate to employ ML to solve the
problem and, if ML is chosen, what ML architecture is best suited
for the problem at hand. Once the product is deployed it interacts
with and influences the perceived needs and problems, goals and
strategies and causal theories of target and non-target stakeholders,
resulting in feed-back loops.
When incomplete causal theories are the basis for understanding
problems and designing product-based solutions, the probability
of unintended consequences, sub-optimal solutions and unfair out-
comes that negatively impact the most vulnerable stakeholders is
likely to increase. For example, incomplete causal theories can lead
to excluding peripherally impacted stakeholders (e.g. the family
of someone arrested), their perception of problems to be solved,
their causal theories about the factors that cause the problem as
well as their perspective of what a fair outcome is. In [78] the au-
thors point out the important role of the perception of problems by
peripheral stakeholders during the development lifecycle of new
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technologies. Incomplete causal theories can also lead to excluding
the decision processes (driven by precepts) of targeted stakeholders
such as the judges who use risk assessment frameworks to inform
bail decisions. Each of these exclusions lead to excluding critical
elements of societal context.
More complete causal theories would incorporate the causal
theories of target users and peripheral stakeholders and will likely
lead to a more complete problem understanding, including what
interrelated factors and feedback loops are most relevant for a
given problem, what the most effective interventions could be,
what other problems are relevant and what the negative impacts of
an intervention could be.
3.2 The role of fair-ML researchers and
practitioners in the PDP
As our goal is to identify ways to extend the ML system design
abstraction boundary to include societal context, we have chosen
to focus on the product development process that envelopes the
ML system design and produces ML systems. Fair-ML researchers
are typically not owners or drivers of these processes, but rather
audit and review the ML system design sub-process outputs — input
datasets, training datasets, model/algorithms, and ML outcomes —
for fairness failures, and develop techniques that ML system design-
ers (a subset of product owners) can utilize for measuring/detecting
and mitigating unfair results.
Due to the limits of purely observational and data analysis ap-
proaches to achieving fairness in ML there has been an increasing
number of fair-ML researchers delving into the topics of causality
[17, 18, 51, 62], feedback loops [27] and time-delay [59]. A recur-
ring method for representing the causal theories of researchers has
been via graphical models, called causal diagrams, of the presumed
causal inter-relationships between factors (aka variables) relevant
to the problem to be solved or decision to be made. Often times
these causal diagrams are constructed using directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs). A number of these approaches leverage Structural Causal
Models (SCMs) and Causal Bayesian Networks [18, 62] for measur-
ing unfairness in datasets or building fair decision making models
that have biased data as inputs.7,8 Although these approaches in-
corporate the concept of causality into ML fairness research, they
tend to focus on leveraging those concepts to intervene on ML
system inputs or outcomes, not for extending the ML system design
abstraction boundary to include societal context.
3.3 Improving the PDP through Collaborative
Causal Theory Formation
As the causal theories of problem funders, product owners, tar-
get stakeholders and peripheral stakeholders of the product being
designed comprise the core of its societal context, extending the ab-
straction boundary of the ML System Design process to encompass
them requires updating the PDP to overcome four fundamental
weaknesses:
7SCMs are optimized for bridging the gap between qualitative and quantitative
description and to explicitly deal with the fact that data alone cannot be utilized to
understand the underlying causal structures that generated it [76]
8Critiques of counterfactual approaches caution that treating concepts such as
race and gender as variables vs complex systems in and of themselves limits their
reliability and effectiveness [53]
(1) there is often a lack of diversity on product funding and own-
ership teams which decreases the richness and variety of the
causal theories they produce [16]. Solving for fairness and inclu-
sion requires a deep understanding of unfairness and exclusion. As
such the product funding and ownership teams, whose causal
theories and problem understanding drive the PDP, must be
as diverse as possible (by race, gender, national origin, socio-
economic status, etc.) and include people with deep understand-
ing, through lived-experiences, of unfairness and exclusion.
(2) the PDP does not incorporate a systems approach to design that
acknowledges and contends with the fact that the products are
developed and deployed within a societal context that has the
characteristics of a complex adaptive system.
(3) the PDP does not make the causal theories of product funding
and ownership teams explicit. This prevents them from being
tested for validity/completeness and from being improved upon.
This often results in decisions being made based on available
data, not on what might actually be relevant.
(4) peripheral stakeholders, including policy makers and those
belonging to social groups that are most vulnerable to unfair
outcomes, are often excluded from meaningfully contributing
to the product conception phase of the PDP.
Addressing weakness 1 is beyond the scope of this paper. How-
ever, we believe that the value and primacy of diverse causal theo-
ries will further validate the ongoing efforts to improve the diversity
of product teams in the tech industry.
In order to address weaknesses 2-4, the typical PDP must be re-
designed to elicit and leverage more comprehensive causal theories
in all phases of ML product design, development and deployment,
but particularly in the product conception and design phase. Prod-
uct owners and the fair-ML researchers they partner with must a)
adopt a systems-based approach to system design b) become keenly
aware of their own causal theories, including their limitations, about
the problem to be intervened on and c) develop the capability to
explicitly surface, share and compare their causal theories with
those of other key (obvious and non-obvious) stakeholders.
In other words, the PDP must incorporate the capability to col-
laboratively discover, understand and synthesize the causal
theories of key stakeholders into new,more complete causal
theories that more accurately reflect the dynamic complex-
ity of the societal context in which the ML-based product
(intervention) will ultimately be deployed. We will generically
call this capability collaborative causal theory formation (CCTF).
Although there are a number of methods [72, 77, 80] across dis-
ciplines such as anthropology, ethnography, economics and the
social sciences, for discovering/eliciting the stories and perspec-
tives of groups, these discipline-specific practices are not typically
optimized for collaboratively identifying causal theories or contend-
ing with dynamic complexity. The outputs of CCTF are qualitative
and quantitative artifacts that contribute to comprehensive prob-
lem understanding and causal theory improvement. For optimal
effectiveness CCTF should be performed in an open, explicit, multi-
disciplinary manner that is optimized to incorporate perspectives
from people with lived experiences in the societal context being
investigated. To this end, we introduce system dynamics (SD) as a
powerful tool to integrate CCTF capabilities in ML system design.
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4 SYSTEM DYNAMICS (SD)
System Dynamics was developed in the 1950s by Jay W. Forrester,
who was challenged to see if his experience with control systems
and early aircraft simulators could be adapted to produce insights
into supply chain dynamics that befuddled those working to man-
age them [36]. The exploratory work was later developed into the
computer simulation model detailed in Industrial Dynamics [35],
which illustrated that the puzzling oscillations among inventories
and orders were actually the result of the managers’ failure to ac-
count for the feedback effects of their own decisions [31]. After
applying the modeling approach in the management field, Forrester
made the first effort to model social systems in his book Urban Dy-
namics [32]. While this work generated insights about the feedback
loops connecting issues related to urban growth and decline, it also
led to critiques [6] that the underlying model reflected and pro-
moted the assumptions, worldviews and causal theories of Forrester
and his collaborators while neglecting the same for people with
lived experiences in urban settings and alternate political views.
These critiques resulted in the evolution of participatory group
model building techniques that foster incorporation of diverse per-
spectives [47]. In its now more than 60 years of practice, the SD
field has now broadened its application base to environmental sus-
tainability [42, 92], urban planning [39], epidemiology [105], social
welfare [48], education [106], and public policy [37].
SD is defined as the process of using both informal maps/diagrams
and formal models with computer simulation to uncover and under-
stand the dynamics of complex problems from a feedback perspective
[85]. It is this emphasis on feedback — reinforcing and balancing
processes that unfold over time — that distinguishes SD from other
modeling approaches, and makes it well-suited to incorporate the
dynamically complex societal context into the ML system design
process. To uncover and understand feedback processes, SD has
developed a series of tools that vary in degree of formalism and are
designed to provide insight into different aspects of the complex
problems they model [85]. Many of these tools are graphical in
nature, requiring modelers to make their causal theories explicit,
thereby ensuring transparency [56].
Recognizing that effective action on a complex problem requires
the perspectives, consensus, and coordination of multiple stake-
holders, SD has evolved a rich framework to involve stakeholders in
the model building process to foster collaboration and learning [52].
The reliance on visual tools allow insights and causal theories to be
shared and understood with diverse stakeholder groups, enabling
a history of participatory approaches [4, 71, 99, 107]. Community
based system dynamics (CBSD) [46] is a particular SD practice ap-
proach that engages stakeholders who are embedded in the system
of interest to conceptualize the problem, identify the related issues
and prioritize interventions based on model supported insights.
These participatory aspects makes a compelling case for SD as a
way to perform CCTF in ML Fairness efforts and interventions.
4.1 Causal Loop Diagrams
One of the most commonly used visual tools in SD is the causal
loop diagram (CLD). The main purpose of the CLD is to show the
feedback processes in a system (understood as the set of posited
causal structures related to the phenomenon of interest) using a
directed graph. Note that CLD is meant to communicate and elicit
hypothesized causal relations between variables in a problem space,
and is understood to be informal, high-level, and incomplete.
An example of a CLD is shown in Figure 2a, which offers a sim-
plified representation of a credit score based lending system. The
arrows in CLDs represent hypothesized causal links between vari-
ables, with the arrowheads and polarity indicating the direction and
the nature of influence. Positive polarity represents relationships
where an increase (decrease) in one variable triggers an increase
(decrease) in the other, all else equal. Negative polarity is used to
depict relationships where an increase (decrease) in one variable
triggers a decrease (increase) in the other, all else equal. In the
example in Figure 2a, the relationship between Payments Made and
Average Credit Score is assumed to be of positive polarity since mak-
ing payments towards debt generally builds credit, ceteris paribus,
whereas the link between Loan Defaults and Average Credit Score is
negative, since defaulting generally results in score reductions. Any
increase (decrease) in the average credit score of a group leads to a
corresponding increase (decrease) in the number of loans received
by that group, which in-turn increase (decrease) its borrower pool.
What distinguishes CLDs from other graphical modeling ap-
proaches like DAGs [97] is that they are designed to capture feed-
back loops. These loops can be of two types, based on their behavior
over time. Reinforcing feedback loops (labeled “R” in CLDs) are
those processes that amplify system behavior, and can create dy-
namics of exponential growth or decline. These are often referred
to as virtuous or vicious cycles. In turn, balancing feedback loops
are those that dampen or counteract change in a system (labeled
“B” in CLDs). In Figure 2a, an example of a reinforcing feedback
loop is the one generated by the interactions of Payments Made
and Average Credit Score over time: as more borrowers repay their
loans, the better their credit scores become, which in turn increases
the likelihood of receiving future loans (Loans Received). It also il-
lustrates a balancing feedback loop, generated by the interaction of
Loan Defaults and Average Credit Score: as more borrowers default
on their loans, the worse their credit becomes, limiting their abili-
ties to qualify for loans (Loans Received), and thus their likelihood
to default again.
A further difference between the CLD and other graph based
approaches (including those that include feedback like fuzzy cog-
nitive maps [73]), is its ability to explicitly acknowledge where
the relationship between two variables is mediated by the passage
of time. These are typically denoted using the same symbol used
to represent capacitors in circuit schematics (||). In Figure 2a, this
means that the impact of repayment on credit score is not only not
instantaneous but also that this delay has substantive impacts on
the behavior of the system [59].
While this deliberately simplified CLD includes only two loops,
modelers are encouraged to incorporate as many variables and
factors as are required to explain the phenomenon of interest. In
particular, CLDs and SD models more generally are not limited
to factors for which data is available, and are expected to instead
aim to include everything that is relevant (but nothing more) [100].
Omitting variables on the basis of lack of quantitative data is ex-
plicitly discouraged [31]; to assume their effect is zero, is probably
the wrongest assumption of them all. Despite the simplicity of a two
loop CLD like the one depicted in Figure 2a, the complexity of the
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Figure 2: Simple examples of two visual approaches used in system dynamics (causal loop diagrams and stock and flow dia-
grams) to reflect the hypothesized feedback structures relevant to a simplified Lending System scenario
lending system is still manifest: once the balancing loop is triggered
for some populations, the reinforcing loop can turn from a virtuous
to a vicious cycle, further limiting their abilities to build credit (as
we demonstrate in Section 4.3).
4.2 Stock and Flow Diagrams
Amore formal treatment of the causal structures, including the con-
cept of delays and their impact on the system is offered by stock and
flow diagrams, perhaps the most commonly used tool in system dy-
namics. In addition to representing relationships between variables
and feedback loops, stock and flow diagrams require explicit defini-
tions of variables that accumulate, and the precise ways that they
accumulate or are depleted over time. In these diagrams, variables
that accumulate are called stocks and are drawn as rectangles, and
the processes that add to or drain them are called flows (inflows and
outflows) and are depicted as double-lined/thick arrows or “pipes”
with valves. The “clouds” are the sources and sinks of the flows,
and are assumed to have infinite capacity over the time horizon
of the model. These clouds show the model’s assumed boundary —
once information or material passes through the flows into a cloud,
it ceases to impact the system.9
Figure 2b shows a stock and flow representation of the lending
system represented in the CLD (Figure 2a), in which Borrowers
and Average Credit Score of the population are now represented as
9System dynamics practice encourages “challenging the clouds”[p. 132] [88]—in
other words, critically examining the model’s boundary assumptions. Is it appropriate
to exclude the stocks currently outside the model boundary? Do those excluded stocks
have zero impact on the model? The visualization of stocks and flows supports the
discussion of what the the system boundary should include, and simulation modeling
provides ways to test the adequacy of assumed boundaries [100].
stocks, and are thus assumed to accumulate value over time. The
number of borrowers (units = people) accumulates the inflow of
people receiving loans per year and is depleted by the outflows of
people paying off the loan completely and defaulting on loans per
year. In this context the cloud before receiving loans indicates the
assumption that there is an endless source of individuals who could
apply for loans. In turn, in this simplified model, those leaving the
system by defaulting or paying off are assumed to not affect the
system in any meaningful way,10 and are thus represented as clouds
at the ends of the outflows. It is important to note that in the process
of converting the high-level CLD to a more formal stock and flow
diagram, a one-to-one correspondence for the system variables is
not enforced; rather the feedback loops are preserved and modeled
in more detail. For instance, the causal path from Borrowers to the
Average Credit Score through the system variable Payments Made
in the CLD is now represented through a flow (increasing) that is
guided by the rate at which credit score increases per year as a
result of repayments made (avg increase per year of repayment), as
well as the maximum credit score possible (Max credit score).
The stock and flow diagram is a graphical representation of the
system as differential equations that formalizes the behavior of the
system over time. The behavior of a stock S can be determined by
calculating the integral of its flows over a given time horizon t ,
such that:
S(t) = S0 +
∫ t
0
(inflow(t) − outflow(t)) dt (1)
10the explicit and visual nature of this model boundary decision facilitates input
from and discussion by other modelers and stakeholders
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For instance, in our example, lettingO be the number of borrowers,
r be the rate of receiving loans, f be the rate of defaulting (failure
to pay), p be the rate of paying the loan off (completely), and t is
the unit of time over which the system evolves, the value of O at
any given time is defined as
O(t) = O0 +
∫ t
0
(r (t) − p(t) − f (t)) dt (2)
Flows and rates are similarly formalized as functions of other
elements: stocks, other flows, and exogenous factors. For example,
if parameters x and y refer to the probability of repayment and
average loan term, respectively, repaying p is given by
p(t) = O(t) × x/y (3)
These parameters are determined by the modeler and their ex-
plicit definition enhances the transparency of the modeler’s causal
theory. Together with a set of initial values for the stocks and pa-
rameters, this system of equations complete an SDmodel, and allow
modelers to leverage the full power of the stock and flow representa-
tion of a system through simulation of its evolution over time. In the
absence of empirical estimates, modelers can use values consistent
with opinions from relevant stakeholders and conduct sensitivity
analyses to understand the ranges of values for which the system
presents certain behavior modes — this is an important aspect of
SD that breaks the reliance on only the variables we have data for,
and instead provides a way to incorporate qualitative insights into
the model building process.
4.3 Role of Simulation in SD
Despite the usefulness of qualitatively mapping causal theories
using CLDs and stocks and flows, the cognitive load required to
track the state of the system over time for all but the simplest
models is too high [31, 84, 98, 100]. Accordingly, numerical simula-
tion approaches have typically been used to study the long-term
implications of the causal theory represented in the model. More
specifically, simulation is used to test hypotheses about the rela-
tionship between the system structure and the behavior it produces,
and explore the impacts of parametric and structural changes (e.g.,
adding/removing feedback loops or flows).
For instance, consider a scenario where a lending institution
has a goal (a precept) to improve the profit margin while making
more capital available to the markets they serve. This could be
achieved by designing and implementing an ML-based system that
searches the spaces of possible interventions and offers a policy
that aligns with this goal. The lending institution would employ
product funders and owners whose precepts (e.g. goals, strategies,
causal theories) drive the PDP that will produce the intervention in
question. Suppose that such a predictiveML-based system identified
two potential strategies that might both improve the profit margin
and broaden access to capital. The first lowers the credit score
threshold for granting loans to potential borrowers, and the second,
provides longer loan terms for borrowers with lower credit scores.
These interventions can be integrated into our simplified example
stock-flow model, as shown in Figure 3, where it becomes more
apparent that the former introduces a parametric change, and the
latter, a structural one (adding a balancing feedback loop to the
system).
Figure 3: Stock and flow diagram of the lending systemhigh-
lighting two proposed interventions — lowering the credit
score threshold for granting loans and adjusting the loan
term length based on credit score .
Figure 4: Simulation results comparing a lending institu-
tion’s cumulative profits under different interventions in
the simplified lending system model, assuming an average
monthly payment per borrower of $1000.
SD provides tools to simulate system behavior over time in re-
sponse to these interventions. For the purpose of this discussion,
we set the initial values for all the variables consistent with an
average case, and monitor the evolution of the system for 20 years
with the interventions implemented at year 10. Simulation of the
two interventions reveals that they both achieve the goal of increas-
ing profits over time for the lending institution. Figure 4 depicts
the lender’s profits under a scenario of no intervention (solid-line
curve), and the two aforementioned interventions (dotted-line and
dashed-line curves). With respect to the lender’s profit margin,
these interventions produce virtually indistinguishable results.
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Figure 5: Simulation results comparing long-term trajectories of average credit scores for two groups of people (Group A with
payoff probability of 0.8 and Group B with payoff probability of 0.6) for different interventions in the lending system.
However, strategies that can produce seemingly equivalent re-
sults with respect to the outcome of immediate interest, may have
disparate impacts on different sub-groups of the population — dif-
ferences that would be difficult to trace without a more holistic
view of the system. For instance, from an ML Fairness perspective,
suppose that we have two sub-groups of people in the population
distinguishable only by their payoff probabilities — 0.8 for Group
A and 0.6 for Group B.11 We set the initial values for all other vari-
ables for both groups consistent with an average case (for instance,
we chose an initial Average Credit Score of 550). As before, we mon-
itor the evolution of the system for 20 years with interventions
implemented at year 10.
This more holistic view of the system suggests that these seem-
ingly equivalent strategies can have very different impacts on the
two sub-groups that form our population. Figure 5 tracks the evolu-
tion of average credit scores for members of those two groups. The
left panel compares a scenario of no intervention to lowering the
loan granting credit score threshold by 50% at year 10. The dotted
blue line shows an increasing trajectory of the average credit scores
for the group with a higher probability of payoff (Group A) under
the intervention. However, the same intervention appears to disad-
vantage the group with the lower probability of payoff (Group B),
widening the gap between the two over time. This illustrates the
intuition derived from the CLD in Figure 2b, whereby the reinforc-
ing loop can in fact operate very differently depending on initial
conditions, generating undesirable consequences for some groups
in the population. The curves representing those same trajectories
under the no intervention scenario, depicted in grey, trace the same
trajectories so closely that they are barely noticeable.
Contrast that result to the simulation results of the loan term
length intervention, depicted on the right panel of Figure 5. Under
this intervention, the average credit scores for both groups improve
over time, and particularly so for the group that initially had a
lower probability of pay off. While the gap remains, the system
reequilibrates to a more equitable position than that induced by
the alternative strategy. The credit score trajectories under this
11For simplicity, the payoff probability encapsulates all of the unobserved factors
that can effect a borrowers ability to repay, such as average income, average education
levels, etc.
new intervention also noticeably depart from the no intervention
scenario (depicted in grey) — illustrating a well-known property of
systems, whereby structural changes tend to have more powerful
long-term effects than those that simply adjust parameters [67].
We can use Figure 3 to guide the explanation for the trajectories
we observe. The intervention of lowering the credit score threshold
for loan granting increases the number of borrowers quickly, how-
ever, with each group’s probabilities of payoff remaining constant,
the number of defaults also increases. This disproportionately im-
pacts the average credit scores of the group with a lower probability
of payoff since each default invokes a large credit score penalty. The
intervention adjusting loan term length, however, slows the rate
of defaulting, and at the same time allows borrowers more time to
increase their credit score as they make monthly payments. While
this balancing loop does not change the exogenous probabilities of
payoff for each group, it does not allow the system’s reinforcing
loop to privilege one group and harm another in the presence of
the groups’ distinct probabilities of payoff.
Even though this is a simplified representation of the lending sys-
tem (meant to illustrate the concepts we have introduced through-
out the paper), its lessons, with respect to the benefits of incorporat-
ing a holistic view of a system, hold in general. While a predictive
ML model can reveal the relationships (as shown in Figure 5) be-
tween lending thresholds, loan terms and overall profitability of
approved loans, only a dynamic feedback perspective can uncover
the long-term consequences of activating those relationships, and
the mechanisms through which they are likely to operate. As a
result it is paramount that these models have a boundary that is
extensive enough to encompass the concerns and experiences of
those embedded in the system.
More specifically, when considering proposed interventions,
stakeholder groups impacted by the system may identify other
(unanticipated) consequences, some of which may imply factors,
feedback loops and problematic system behaviors not considered
during the causal structure modeling process. Observing how feed-
back loops can change the behavior of a system drastically (as it
did in our simple lending system model) highlights the need to
partner with diverse stakeholders with unique and relevant causal
theories in an iterative modeling process that often begins with
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establishing a “reference mode.” Establishing a “reference mode”
makes the historical and desired future system behavior explicit
and requires the participation of those who stand to be affected by
its evolution.
4.4 Problem Definition with Reference Modes
In general, graphs like the ones in depicted in Figures 4 and 5 are
indicative of what those who are modeling the system (typically
product funders and owners) believe are important factors to focus
on and what they consider to be desirable trajectories over time.
Such preferences are not universal and are often not reflective of the
precepts (e.g. needs, goals, strategies) of non-target stakeholders.
Should all credit scores increase over time? Are increases desirable
even if the number of borrowers declines? Should we be focusing on
credit scores or financial well-being? What about the profitability
of lending institutions? In SD, the process of identifying what the
problematic and/or targeted behaviors are is known as defining the
reference mode. The reference mode is comprised of three compo-
nents: a clearly defined target/goal or desired-state, a clear idea of
the current/problem state, and the clearly depicted gap between the
two [83, 90]. It is often expressed as a graph over time, depicting the
desired and feared trends of an outcome variable of interest. These
graphs are highly influenced by the goals, strategies and implicit
causal theories of their creators.
In addition to enabling easy comparison to figures resulting from
simulation like the ones in Figure 5, mapping the reference mode
visually promotes dialogue, invites critique and revisions about
what is considered the focal variable(s), what the goal pattern of
behavior is, and what its associated time horizon is. Reference
modes also set the boundaries of the model, as the goal of SD is to
model problems, not the whole system [101].
While reference modes can be informed by historical data [90],
care must be taken to avoid choosing focal variables based solely on
data availability. To limit reference modes to indicators that already
exists runs the risk of conflating what is familiar, tangible, and
potentially biased, with what is actually important [102]. In a way,
reference modes anchor the entire model building process. Not only
do they define the dynamics of interest, but also—and perhaps more
fundamentally—which variables are most important in the system
and which problematic dynamics (e.g. disparate outcome trends)
ought to be addressed. Since these decisions determine in large part
the kind of insights that can be derived from the modeling exercise,
it is of the utmost importance that those likely to be impacted by
decisions based on those insights, be partners in the model building
process—particularly, in the definition of the reference mode. In ML
fairness, this would imply collaborating with stakeholders to ensure
their perspectives and causal theories inform the definition of the
reference mode, and in so doing, identifying the most important
problems and desired outcomes. In SD practice, this is typically
achieved by engaging in participatory modeling, and specifically
community based system dynamics.
4.5 Community Based System Dynamics
SD has a rich history of involving stakeholders in the model build-
ing process to foster collaboration and learning [52]. Community
based system dynamics (CBSD) [46] is a particular SD practice ap-
proach that engages stakeholders who are embedded in the system
of interest to conceptualize the problem, identify the related issues
and prioritize interventions based on model supported insights.
More than just involving participants in the modeling process to
elicit information, CBSD has the explicit goal of building capabil-
ities within communities to use SD and systems thinking tools,
distinguishing it from other participatory approaches in SD that
often convene participants to gather information from them about
an outsider-defined problem to inform an SD model and/or facili-
tate activities for participants to interact with a simulation model
[52]. Building capabilities enables stakeholders to more accurately
represent their causal theories in the models, which is especially
critical when the stakeholders are from marginalized communities
that are not represented in the modeling. In this view, individual
and community perspectives on the structures that underlie every-
day experiences are valued as valid and necessary sources of data,
and community perspectives on the analysis and interpretation of
models are essential for realizing the value of the approach.
Best practices for engaging stakeholders in the process of estab-
lishing the reference mode, hypothesizing the causal structure of
problems using CLDs and stock and flow diagrams and refining
simulation models are documented [46, 47]. These activities can be
adapted for diverse contexts and support the development of capa-
bilities for collaborative causal theory formation (CCTF). Overall,
CBSD has been shown to be useful in a broad range of problem
domains such as maternal and child health [71], identifying food
system vulnerabilities [99], mental health interventions [107] and
alcohol abuse [4], to name a few.
In the domain of ML (un)fairness, the practice of CBSD can
help center the voices and lived experiences of those marginalized
communities that are typically negatively impacted by ML-based
products. If the goal is to design fairer ML-based tools and products
that do not harm peripheral stakeholders, it is imperative to not only
partner with those stakeholders to model the long-term dynamics
created by those products when implemented in complex societal
contexts, but to also build the capabilities of stakeholders to define
and negotiate together what fairness means in those contexts.
5 DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this paper we add to the argument that in order to effectively
evaluate and ensure fair outcomes for ML-based products, we need
to expand the ML system design abstraction boundary to include
the broader societal context [59, 96]. Specifically, we identify and
tackle three major weakness (3.3) in the typical PDP that impedes
the consideration of societal context at scale: 1) lack of systems-
based approach to product development and design, 2) lack of
methods to transparently articulate and improve the causal theories
of product owners that drive the PDP, and 3) limited involvement
of stakeholders and communities most negatively impacted by ML-
based products. Towards addressing these gaps,
(1) we propose a CAS-based taxonomicmodel of the key interacting
elements (agents, precepts and artifacts) of societal context that
ML System designers and fair-ML researchers can use towards
extending the abstraction boundary.
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(2) we introduce collaborative casual theory formation as an essen-
tial capability to incorporate diverse stakeholder perspectives
into designing fairer ML systems.
(3) we demonstrate system dynamics as a rigorous and scalable
approach to model the dynamic complexity that characterizes
the societal context in which systems will be deployed and
propose CBSD as a means to prioritize incorporating the causal
theories of potentially impacted peripheral stakeholders.
Our proposal to employ a complex systems approach to incor-
porate and understand societal context leans on the rich history
of CAS theory and its successful application in a wide array of
domains ranging from supply chain networks, health care systems
and economic systems. SD modeling tools can reflect precisely the
characteristics that make societal context dynamically complex,
namely feedbacks, accumulations, time delays, and the bounded
rationality of agents. While efforts to incorporate causal theories
into ML-based products is not new [51], we reflect that the failure
to incorporate these other characteristics that contribute to the dy-
namic complexity of societal context into account can have harmful
results. As Sterman writes, “Side effects are not a feature of reality,
but a sign that the boundaries of our mental models are too narrow,
our time horizons too short” [101].
Another advantage of our SD-based approach is that it draws
heavily on the visual diagramming conventions which emphasize
transparency and facilitate the engagement of diverse stakeholders
to add, revise and critique causal theories [46, 56]. A long lineage
of participatory approaches within SD including CBSD and group
model building provide evidence of success in developing and using
system dynamics models in diverse contexts serve as resources for
groups interested in developing SD capabilities in their communi-
ties/contexts [4, 71, 99, 107]. Moreover, a strength SD shares with
other causal modeling approaches, including Bayesian networks
[75, 76], is the correspondence between its visualizations and their
underlying mathematical representations, which allows stakehold-
ers to do more than visualize, but continue to develop deep insights
about important data to collect, consider, and evaluate impact of
products and decisions through simulation as well [56, 101].
While the methods we have described here can be used to gain
a deeper understanding of the societal context associated with
a particular problem, we have not described how these methods
could be performed at scale by global product companies who
have customers in all parts of the world and operate in complex
geopolitical environments. Methods for scaling CCTF efforts, and
for managing and leveraging large quantities of qualitative societal
context data to support industrial and global scale use cases are
areas that require further research. Another set of open questions
concern the representation of socially constructed but impactful
conceptions such as race and gender in CBSD models as well as in
machine learning [40, 50]. However, partnerships with communities
to describe the causal structures of problems that impact them may
serve as fertile ground for answering these questions.
To begin extending the abstraction boundary, it is important first
to recognize that given the potentially expansive and authoritative
nature of these systems approaches, careful ethical considerations
are needed to ensure that the design and deployment of these
methods adhere to legal, ethical and moral guidelines.
In addition, we recommend that product owners (particularly
product managers and user experience researchers) and fair-ML re-
searchers strive to augment product conception sprints and research
initiation brainstorms with CBSD group model building sessions
to clarify the space of perceived problems (reference mode [91])
relevant to the product or research effort being conceptualized. The
outputs of these sprints will be the transparent, shared and more
complete causal theories (aka dynamic hypothesis) about the causal
structures that cause the perceived problem. These sessions can be
purely qualitative and documented via CLDs and/or stock and flow
diagrams and will reveal other perceived problems and stakeholder
groups that should, respectively, be considered and fully participate
in the next round of theory formation. These dynamic hypotheses
are micro-models of the region of societal context most relevant to
the product in question and can serve as a critical component of the
product requirements/specification document that typically serves
as the primary input to the ML system design sub-process. Initiat-
ing ML system design with a more comprehensive understanding
of the relevant problem factors and their impacts essentially makes
them endogenous to the system and extends the abstraction bound-
ary. These new inputs can also drive the criteria for choosing ML
architectures and acquiring appropriate datasets vs. relying solely
on the relational inductive biases of individual ML system designers
and starting with available datasets.
While the participation of all keys stakeholders in the ML-based
product development process is critical, transformative work in this
space begins with centering on community stakeholders and their
perspectives on the problems at hand. SD practices in this space
must especially protect the perspectives shared by marginalized
groups, as models that very precisely and explicitly reflect their
vulnerabilities could be exploited. Preventing such exploitation re-
quires working with community stakeholders as partners, not as
mere informants whose perspectives (data) are mined to supple-
ment a model based on the causal theories of product funders or
owners. Moreover, investments in a CBSD approach to building
CCTF capabilities can, over time, generate capabilities and interest
in ML within communities currently underrepresented in ML-based
product development. Such capabilities and interests can foster an
environment in which communities proactively model the problems
and social inequities [1] they care about and become full partners
in driving the development of holistic and fair solutions.
Product owners and fair-ML researchers motivated to build ca-
pabilities and competence in applying CBSD to the task of CCTF
should prepare for a painstaking journey. Learning and integrating
a systems approach into the existing PDP will require influenc-
ing teams and stakeholders who are comfortable with existing
approaches.
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APPENDIX
Model Variables and Underlying Equations
We have placed all models used in this paper at this anonymous online drive (https://figshare.com/s/1d341bf4e24815d7db99) which can be
inspected (i.e., simulating using different settings) using the free Stella Player software (https://www.iseesystems.com/softwares/player/
iseeplayer.aspx). The descriptions of different variables, and their associated types and units are shown in Table 1. Then, for j ∈ {A,B},
where A and B are two population groups, we define the various terms, their initial values and their relationships as follows:
Aj (t) = Aj0 +
t∫
0
(n(t) − d(t)) dt
O j (t) = O j0 +
t∫
0
(r (t) − p(t) − f (t)) dt
r j (t) = α × τ × дj (t)
p j (t) = O j (t) × x j
f j (t) = O j (t) × (1 − x j )
nj (t) = O
j × ι × σ
τ
× σ − S(t)
σ
d j (t) = A
j (t) × f (t) × δ
τ
υ j (t) =
{
10 if (t) < 10 Under adjusting loan term intervention
10 × x otherwise
λj (t) =
{
400 if (t) < 10 Under lowering credit score threshold intervention
200 otherwise
x j (t) =
(
1
1 + exp(−(47.89 − 0.083 ×Aj (t))) − 1
)
× 4 + 5
дj (t) = 1







0.8 if j = A





• Simulation start time = 0
• Simulation end time = 20
• Time units = years
• DT = 1/12
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Variable Type Units Symbol
average credit score stock points/people S
borrowers stock people O
receiving loans flow people/year r
paying off flow people/year p
defaulting flow people/year f
increasing credit score flow points/year n
decreasing credit score flow points/year d
loan granting threshold parameter points λ
application rate parameter dimensionless/year α
total population parameter people τ
average loan term parameter year υ
probability of payoff parameter dimensionless πA, πB
max credit score parameter points σ
average increase per year of repayment parameter dimensionless × people /year ι
average decrease per default parameter dimensionless × people/year δ
fraction of loans granted auxiliary dimensionless д
interest rate auxiliary dimensionless i
effect of credit score on loan term length auxiliary dimensionless x
Table 1: Description of system variables used for the model described in Figure 2.
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